Home price recovery index: Which metros
have improved the most, least?
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Even after years have passed since last decade's boom and bust, only about 80% of the nation's top 100 metropolitan areas
have seen their homes recover all the value lost in the Great Recession and housing bust. Still-rising home values continue to
help fill in home-value gaps, and lower-than-expected mortgage rates seem to have re-ignited price increases again. While
that's not especially good news for potential homebuyers, it is welcome news for homeowners still waiting for the value of their
home to get back to par. For 21 metro areas, the more than a decade-long wait for full recovery of home values still continues.
HSH.com’s Home Price Recovery Index uses the Federal Housing Finance Agency's (FHFA) Home Price Index as a basis to
determine which of the top 100 housing markets have fully recovered (or more) and which still lag behind the housing recovery.
The time period represented begins with the first quarter of 1991 and runs through the fourth quarter of 2019.
Quarterly update:
Metro-area home prices had mostly turned cooler in the last few quarters, with lesser gains seen compared to year ago or even
quarter ago periods. However, market conditions suggest that the modest cooling trend won't last. Low mortgage rates
continues to stoke demand for houses and it looks like price gains will again be on the upswing soon.
As was the case last quarter, that's not to say that gains in prices were evenly spread or that there were gains at all; in fact, like
last quarter, 13 metro areas saw a decrease in aggregate value in the fourth quarter compared to where they were in the third.
Additionally, in our last review, just one market showed a decline in value in this quarter compared to the same period last year;
this number has now expanded to three (Elgin, IL, Charleston-North Charleston, SC and El Paso, TX). These three metros also
posted lower values for the fourth quarter when compared to the third and so the decline in values in these areas seems to be
more of trend than just a one-off quarter, as was the case (so far) for the other 10 areas.
Although there were increases in values in the other 87 metro areas, no new areas joined the ranks of the recovered in the
fourth quarter of 2019. As such, 21 metros remain at aggregate home values that are below boom-era peaks.

The strongest increases in values in the fourth quarter of 2019 were
scattered across the spectrum. Only one market in the "most recovered" group continued to be atop the pack for value gains the Colorado Springs, CO metro was among the leaders for both quarterly and annual price increases, so the market there
remains hot. That said, markets that have yet to achieve value recovery such as Camden, NJ may see a good quarter, with a
3.11% quarterly increase helping to carve into what is still a 12.44% gap between today's value and the market's zenith from the
first quarter of 2007.
Most recovered group
As in the last quarter, the group of 10 markets that have values the furthest above their former "boom-era" peaks saw no
changes their ranks, but two metros swapped positions. As noted above, the Colorado Springs, CO market recorded a faster
uptick in values, and that saw it move up to the #8 position; meanwhile, a more modest quarterly increase in value saw the San
Antonio-New Braunfels, TX metro vacate that slot and slip to the #10 position formerly held by Colorado Springs. The remaining
markets in the most recovered group mostly solidified their positions and seem in no danger of giving them up anytime soon.
10 markets with the largest value gaps
There was rather more movement in the group of markets with the largest value chasms yet to fill. The Chicago-NapervilleEvanston IL metro exited the group this quarter, allowing the Lake County-Kenosha County, IL-WI market to slide back in at the
#10 position. Six other markets swapped positions, with improving fortunes for the Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL market (from last
quarter's second largest value gap to this quarter's third largest), the Camden, NJ metro moved from #3 last time to #6 this time,
and the Hartford-East Hartford-Middletown, CT edged up from #7 in Q3 to #8 in Q4. Based on their current value gaps, the
smallest of which is still more than 7%, none of these area will achieve "escape velocity" soon, but steady improvement will
continue to whittle away at the difference as time wends forward.
How much ground has been closed by the group that still has the biggest gap? Currently, the Bakersfield, CA market is holding
the top spot with a 21.13% difference in value from peak (3Q06) to now. At its widest point (2Q11) the gap was a whopping
53.34%, so there has been considerable (if yet insufficient) improvement over time. There are currently just 8 markets with
double-digit differences between peak and current values; three years ago, in the fourth quarter of 2016, there were 30 such
areas, so progress continues to be made, if at varying speeds. The concentration of unrecovered markets is also
geographically-oriented -- 3 California markets, 3 Connecticut markets, 2 Illinois metro areas plus a Florida and New Jersey
market comprise the group at the moment.
Five metro areas have seen home prices rise more than 100% from their bottoms but still haven't made it back to
previous-peak valuations. The markets with more than doubling of values but still falling short include the Cape Coral-Fort
Myers, FL metro (a market that still has the third-largest gap to cover at 15.27%), Stockton CA, North Port-Sarasota-Bradenton
FL, Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA and the Las Vegas-Henderson-Paradise, NV metro, where values have increased by
an astounding 155.16% but yet remain 5.23% below 2006 peaks. At one point, Las Vegas was the market that endured with the
biggest boom-and-bust as values dropped more than 60% from peak, but it has stormed back in the last eight years.
"Nearly recovered": Who's Next
Our "nearly recovered" group contains those areas with current values only about two percent below previous highs and who
are likely to be next in line to hit "fully recovered" in the next quarter or so. A group of six markets now meet that criteria, and it is
a solid bet that four of the six will make the leap to recover when the first quarter data comes out. The metros of FrederickGaithersburg-Rockville, MD, North Port-Sarasota-Bradenton, FL, Wilmington, DE, Newark,NJ, Tucson, AZ and Baltimore-

Columbia-Towson, MD are all in position, but only the first four saw value gains robust enough to overcome their remaining
gaps when the next update comes and if they are repeated.
How has your home value changed in the time you've owned it? We only review trough-to-peak for each market in our
evaluation, so your local experience in price changes from when you purchased your home to now will of course be different. To
see what's happened with home prices during the time you've owned your home, check our home value estimator, MyHPI. To
see where you are in your mortgage, use our mortgage amortization calculator.
Tracking and projecting your home equity
The combination of price increase and your retirement of the amount you owe may see with a larger equity stake than you think.
If you're interested in how much equity you've got in your home or are looking to pursue a future home equity goal, you'll want to
check out our Home Equity Calculator and Projector.

10 metro areas that have recovered the most

10 metro areas that have recovered the least
It is important to note that many markets -- even the 10 that still remain the furthest from their boom-year price peaks -- have
seen significant price recoveries since hitting their bottom values. However, home prices in areas like Bakersfield, CA may have
been inflated to such a degree that even when they return to a “normal” value they may still be well below their previous price
peak.
For example, despite more than a 124 percent rise from the metro's lowest value (a figure reached in the fourth quarter of
2011), there is still a gap of over 12 percent yet to go in the Stockton (CA) metro. There are plenty of other markets with a
similar tale to tell, and places where the home price recovery is happening at a much slower pace.
It's important to note that even in markets that have not yet returned to previous peaks, it's not as though borrowers have no
equity in their homes. Underwater or no- or low-equity situations might only exist for a relatively small slice of properties
purchased during peak pricing times of last decade's boom.
For example, if someone purchased a home in the Baltimore-Columbia-Towson, MD metro area before the first quarter of
2007, our calculations suggest that the value of your home has recently risen to or is now slightly above its original purchase
price. This is also the case if the home was purchased when prices had begun to decline, in this instance after the first quarter

of 2008. In this metro, only homes purchased in this four-quarter window have yet to reclaim their original purchase
value.
In either case, years of making regular payments should also by now give the homeowner a considerable equity stake. In the
case of a home purchased in early 2007 (and assuming no refinance of the mortgage) the homeowner would have paid off
about 27 percent of the original loan amount by now. This calculation doesn't include any downpayment the homeowner may
have made, so the equity stake would be increased by that amount. In the case of a pre-2Q05 purchase, the homeowner would
likely have a minimum 32 percent equity stake.
Similar experiences should be seen in other markets, too. Also, as home prices generally continue to increase over time, this
"yet unrecovered time period" will continue to narrow. For example, in Sacramento, this time period has shrunk by three
quarters over the last year alone.

How has the value of YOUR home changed?
HSH.com has developed a tool that allows you to see how the price change in your market has affected the value of your home.
With our “Home Value Estimator,” you select your market and the time frame in which you have owned your home to estimate
how the changes in your market have impacted your home’s value. If your market still hasn't fully recovered and you think your
home is still underwater, find out when you'll have positive home equity again with our KnowEquity When calculator.

Neither most nor least: 80 more metro areas
Here's a look at the remaining 80 metro areas from the FHFA's HPI list.

More about the HPI
The Home Price Index is a broad measure of the movement of single-family house prices. It has been published by the Federal
Housing Finance Agency and precursor agencies since the fourth quarter of 1995.
For each market, the index uses 1990 home prices as a basis. Those dollars are "normalized" to a value of 100 for each market;
that is, regardless of the actual dollar cost, the index value for a given market becomes 100. For example, a home price in
Allentown, PA in 1990 might have been $65,000; this becomes a base value for Allentown of 100, and changes since then
are presented as percentage changes from that initial 100 value.
The HPI is based on transactions involving conforming, conventional mortgages purchased or securitized by Fannie Mae or
Freddie Mac. Only mortgage transactions on single-family properties are included. The HPI does not include property
transactions backed by FHA, VA, USDA or non-conforming (i.e. jumbo) mortgages.
The HPI is updated each quarter as additional mortgages are purchased or securitized by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
The HPI is a weighted, repeat-sales index, meaning that it measures average price changes in repeat sales or refinances on the
same properties.
The HPI shows the relative change in prices in a metropolitan area from quarter to quarter or period to period. HSH.com has
pulled out information from each area to show the amount of change from 1990 to the pre-housing-crisis peak, the low achieved
during or after the peak, and how much improvement has taken place since that near-term bottom.
The FHFA uses the revised Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and Divisions as defined by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) in Bulletin 18-04. If specified criteria are met and an MSA contains a single core population greater than 2.5
million, the MSA is divided into Metropolitan Divisions.
For more details on the HPI and how it is put together, see http://www.fhfa.gov/Media/PublicAffairs/Pages/Housing-Price-IndexFrequently-Asked-Questions.aspx

